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THE MOBILE WORKFORCE SOLUTION
Tackling national installation projects with ease

ETwater’s Mobile Workforce Solution solves
the many challenges of a nation-wide smart
irrigation roll-out. It empowers a national
workforce with a mobile platform that
manages, guides and records every aspect of
each installation.
It differs dramatically from conventional instillation and
service methods because of its transparency and real-time
tracking and approval capabilities, enabling much faster
dispatch of ﬁeld personnel for service requests.

Real-time map view of deployed staff and assets

It provides an unparalleled window into the progress of a
multi-site installation project through its up-to-the-minute
status reporting, while simultaneously creating a detailed
work history. The unparalleled ﬁeld-level visibility enables
ETwater to better monitor progress, optimize roll-out,
remotely ﬁne-tune procedures mid-way deployment, and
capture and resolve any issues as they occur.
The results are a much faster deployment, consistent
satisfactory results, and incredibly detailed installation
reports that surpass the documentation requirements of
even the most demanding clients. No other smart irrigation
provider’s capabillties come even close.

Route Tracking, Optomization,
and locational awareness
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Pin Drops for Assets and
characteristics
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The ETwater Mobile Workforce Solution Provides:
• Customizable workflow and detailed work order
creation.
• Extremely detailed and transparent site
analysis and survey tools.
• Geo-located asset tracking.
• Real time communications with ﬁeld personnel.
• Live service recording.
Job dashbord with drill-down reporting

• Simpliﬁed and transparent scheduling and
milestone tracking.
• Authorization of scheduling and proof of
delivery.
• Real time ﬁeld personal tracking and quality
assurance.
• Ability to capture images before, during, and
after installation.

Minute control and flexibility in workflow creation

• Real-time proof of service delivery including
authorization and signature upon completion.
• Custom site reporting and analytics.

Complete workflow tracking with imaging and annotation
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FIND OUT MORE

To learn more about ETwater’s smart
irrigation services and ﬁnd out what solution
is best suited for you please give us a call.
ETwater
384 Bel Marin Keys Blvd., Suite 145
Novato, CA 94949
1-800-438-3400

